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Abstract 

The implementation of product-service systems (PSS) is prone to the occurrence of rebound effects (RE). This 

research aims to systematically identify the rebound mechanisms in a PSS context. Through the case study of 

a use-oriented PSS offer, we showcase a structured way to address RE that led to a comprehensive mapping 

of 23 mechanisms. The analysis demonstrates an approach to mapping rebound triggers, drivers, and 

mechanisms within the actors’ realms that designers can apply to ensure the potential sustainability gains of 

PSS offers. 
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1.  Introduction 
The empirical evidence for Rebound Effects (RE) offsetting the potential sustainability gains of 

Product-Service Systems (PSS) is surging. For instance, clothing rental has led to additional 

consumption due to the released budget by lower purchasing costs (Johnson and Plepys, 2021). 

Similarly, the availability of peer-to-peer boat sharing has increased other forms of travel, such as 

flying (Warmington-Lundström and Laurenti, 2020). Allais and Gobert (2016) suggest that the lower 

commitment required by rental services can cause additional demand, as customers may try products 

they would not otherwise have. They also highlight a potential shift in behaviour, emphasising that 

moving away from ownership might lead to less careful behaviour. The systematic literature review 

of 103 studies performed by Koide and colleagues (2022) shows that the expected sustainability gains 

of PSS are not being reached and suggests that further addressing RE is critical. The potential for RE 

occurrence in PSS solutions and the need for addressing them has also been pointed out from the 

outset by the PSS community (Aurich et al., 2006; Bartolomeo et al., 2003; Goedkoop et al., 1999; 

Manzini and Vezzoli, 2003; Tukker, 2004). 

RE is a systemic response to an intervention that offsets their potential sustainability gains (Hertwich, 

2005; Lange et al., 2021). Rebound mechanisms causally explain why and how RE occurs (Guzzo et 

al., 2024; Lange et al., 2021; Metic and Pigosso, 2022), and are defined as a feedback structure that 

explains the occurrence of RE originating from a sustainability action (Guzzo et al., 2024). The 

mechanisms can be decomposed into specific triggers (i.e., factors mediating changes in consumption) 

and drivers (i.e., factors moderating changes in consumption). If changed, the interplay of triggers and 

drivers will influence resource consumption and lead to RE (Font-Vivanco et al., 2016; Guzzo et al., 

2024). RE can partially offset the potential gains or even be higher than the potential gains (i.e., backfire) 

depending on its magnitude (Saunders, 2008). The modes of consumption are determinants of the RE 

magnitude: if the consumer engages in a low-intensity service, such as violin lessons, the magnitude is 

low; if they re-spend on flights, it is high (Goedkoop et al., 1999). RE can also positively impact if those 
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responses reinforce potential sustainability gains leading to Secondary Benefits (SB) (Kjaer et al., 2018, 

2019; Saunders, 2008).  

In this context, the prevention of RE during PSS design is fundamental to ensure that the potential 

sustainability gains of PSS are reached after its implementation (Barquet et al., 2016). Investigating RE 

should, therefore, be central to the design community as the occurrence of RE poses severe risks of not 

reaching the expected sustainability and circularity gains  (Guzzo et al., 2019; Tukker, 2015). 

Nevertheless, identifying the ex-ante occurrence of RE is challenging: the complexity and 

interrelatedness of systems limit the capacity to foresee the potential RE of PSS offers (Manzini and 

Vezzoli, 2003). A few studies have proposed the systematic examination of RE in PSS design. For 

example, Kjaer et al. (2018) provided guidelines for identifying PSS’s potential direct and indirect RE 

through Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). Furthermore, Kjaer et al. (2019) provided a tool to analyse the 

resource decoupling potential of PSS offers, aiming to avoid burden shifting between life cycle stages 

and mitigate potential RE. Alfarisi et al. (2022) provided a framework for detecting RE throughout the 

PSS lifecycle. Finally, Sarancic et al. (2023) used the rebound effect framework (Metic and Pigosso, 

2022) to identify positive and negative hotspots in PSS offers. 

Nevertheless, there is still limited research investigating the reasons for RE occurrence within a PSS 

context, i.e., connecting the core of the PSS offer to the structures that can explain the systemic responses 

that lead to RE. Therefore, this research aims to systematically identify the causal elements leading to 

RE in a PSS context, exploring and describing the role of actors, mechanisms, triggers and drivers in 

RE occurrence in the context of PSS.  

Section 2 describes the research methodology employed in this research and is followed by the 

description of the research results (Section 3). Subsequently, insights for addressing RE in PSS design 

are highlighted (Section 4). Finally, the conclusions and final remarks are presented in Section 5. 

2.  Research methodology 
This research adopts an inductive approach to answering the following research question: “How to 

systematically identify rebound mechanisms of PSS?”. It is based upon the document analysis (Yin, 

2009) of a use-oriented PSS case (research input 1) and collections of rebound triggers, drivers and 

mechanisms (research inputs 2 and 3, respectively). Figure 1 illustrates the three main research steps 

alongside the research inputs and outputs. 

 
Figure 1. Main research steps, inputs and outputs  

The selected use-oriented PSS case is Bundles (washing machine as a service), investigated through 

three main sources: Ref 1: CE Knowledge Hub case description (Grassi and Zimmer, 2021); Ref 2: Ellen 
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Macarthur Foundation case description (Ellen Macarthur Foundation, 2021) and Ref 3: Bundles website 

(Bundles, no date). The research step 1 consisted of mapping the PSS system based on the case 

descriptions available, focusing on visualising the configuration of the use-oriented PSS offer, the 

actors, components, and interaction flows (based on Vezzoli et al. (2014)). The expected environmental 

and business gains were stated. 

Research step 2 consisted of systematically identifying and analysing rebound triggers and drivers in 

the PSS offer within the realm of the identified actors. The identification was based on content analysis 

of the case descriptions. The analysis identified the release or additional constraining of rebound triggers 

and drivers obtained from the literature (Table 1). 

Table 1. Research Input 2: exemplary set of triggers and drivers of rebound mechanisms 

Classes of triggers and 

drivers 

Set of exemplary triggers and drivers  Set of references 

Economic/financial Price, available income, profits (Azevedo, 2014; van den 

Bergh et al., 2011; Castro 

et al., 2022; Metic and 

Pigosso, 2022; Sorrell et 

al., 2020) 

Consumer choices Preferences, environmental motivation 

Company choices Capital productivity, re-investment in 

innovation 

Socio-cultural Cultural acceptance, status 

Physical constraints Time, space 

Goods and services attributes Substitutability, utility 

 

Finally, research step 3 consisted of the identification and description of potential rebound mechanisms 

for the case under investigation, following a five-step approach: 

• Step 3.1. Identify the potential consumption modes for the actors (e.g., consumption of the same 

product/service/process or of a different product/service/process). 

• Step 3.2. Identify the eligible rebound mechanisms by analysing the released triggers and drivers 

against the catalogue of mechanisms (Guzzo et al., 2024). For example, if time is released, the 

related mechanisms should be considered. 

• Step 3.3. Develop assertions of how the dynamic interplay of triggers and drivers can activate 

the consumption modes. 

• Step 3.4. Develop assertions of how the drivers can limit those dynamics. 

• Step 3.5. Elaborate on the dynamics of potential rebound mechanisms specific to the case. 

• Step 3.6. Repeat 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 for secondary benefits (SB). 

The case-specific mechanisms were determined based on the dynamics emerging from the release and 

constraining of identified rebound triggers and drivers that feedback into decreasing the PSS offer’s 

potential sustainability gains (i.e., RE) or increasing its sustainability gains (i.e., SB). 

3.  Results: rebound effects within PSS 
In addition to describing the PSS system map (Section 3.1), the rebound triggers (Section 3.2) and the 

rebound mechanisms (Section 3.3), this section includes insights into the prevention of potential RE 

within PSS design (Section 3.4). 

3.1. System map: washing machine as a service 

Washing machine as a service involves the interplay of four main actors (A1, household; A2, PSS 

provider; A3, Real estate company; A4, manufacturer), with the machine as a critical component (Figure 

2).  
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Figure 2. System map making explicit actors, components, and interaction flows 

The main offer consists of pre-configured subscription packages made available directly to 

household customers (Offer A). In addition to offering, installing, and taking responsibility for the 

washing machine’s performance, the PSS provider informs the costs and resource consumption of 

laundering through an online platform based on an IoT device installed in the machine. Individual 

households pay to use the washing machine in a pay-per-period and a pay-per-use format, i.e., a 

monthly fee and a fee for using the machine. One variation of the offer occurs via real estate 

companies that incorporate the washing machines as part of the rental agreement, acting as a key 

partner for customer acquisition and releasing the financial burden on the PSS provider (Offer B). In 

both offers, the manufacturer sells the washing machine to the PSS provider, which keeps its 

ownership the whole time.  

The expected environmental sustainability gains come from the increased usage rate of durable 

products (Refs 1 and 3) with more efficient use of consumables and energy (Refs 1 and 2). Essentially, 

the full care provided by the PSS provider and the continuous provision of information connected to 

costs and resource consumption enabled by the monitoring systems enable those sustainability gains. 

From a business perspective, the PSS offer relies upon an economic win-win-win for the PSS provider, 

the household, and the real estate company, in addition to convenience and peace of mind for the 

household. 

3.2. Rebound triggers and drivers activated by the involved actors 

Table 2 lists the 17 rebound triggers and drivers identified from the case descriptions for each actor 

alongside their most likely effect on additional resource consumption.  

For example, the economic and financial triggers and drivers will influence the household budget 

dynamics, ultimately influencing consumption. From one side, reduced investment cost (TD1), reduced 

use costs due to more efficient use (TD3), and the decreasing price per use (TD4) will release the 

consumption budget, while the increased lifetime costs when compared to purchasing (TD2) might 

constrain it. Meanwhile, the easiness of getting household chores done (TD5) can also influence 

consumption dynamics. Of the ten triggers and drivers relevant to the customer (household), four are 

economic/financial, five are due to consumer choices, and 1 to physical constraints. 

Apart from the household, one trigger was identified for the PSS provider, the real estate company and 

the manufacturer. Finally, four triggers were identified within the realm of the machines, e.g., longer 

lifetime (TD14) and fewer functionalities (TD15) than common machines.  
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Table 2. List of rebound triggers and drivers (TD) identified from the case descriptions 

Actor \ 

component 

TD class TD description Effect Case ref 

A1. 

Household 

 

Economic/ 

financial  

(E/F) 

TD1 - Reduced (investment) costs Release 1, 2, and 3 

TD2 - Increased lifetime costs when compared to 

purchasing 

Constrain Assumption 

TD3 - Reduced use costs due to more efficient use Release 1, 2, and 3 

TD4 - Decreasing price per use the more times used   

Consumer 

choices 

 

TD5 - Easiness in getting household chores done Release 2 

TD6 - Association of cost to use  Constrain 3 

TD7 - Easiness in joining the solution (e.g., getting 

rid of used machines at the start of the contract) 

Release 2, 3 

TD8 - Moral licensing as engaging in sustainable 

activity  

Release Assumption 

TD9 - No ownership and no charges for repair Release Assumption 

Physical 

constraints 

TD10 - Released time for household chores Release 2 

A2. PSS 

Provider 

E/F TD11 - Increased revenues through new market Release 2 

A3. Real 

estate 

company 

E/F TD12 - Increased revenues through new market Release 1  

A4. 

Manufacturer 

E/F TD13 - Decreased business-as-usual revenues Constrain Assumption 

C1. Machine 

 

Goods and 

services 

attributes 

TD14 - Longer lifetime Constrain 1, 2 

TD15 - Less unnecessary functionalities Constrain 2, 

TD16 - Monitoring of use for enhanced performance 

of washing 

Constrain 1, 2 

TD17 - Monitoring of use for enhanced management 

of machine lifecycle 

Constrain 2 

3.3. Identified rebound mechanisms  

Table 3 shows the 23 mechanisms identified across the investigated actors. In total, 11 identified 

rebound mechanisms relied on responses from the household (M1-12), four from the PSS provider 

(M13-16), two from the real estate company (M17-18) and two from the manufacturer (M19-20). 

Furthermore, three mechanisms are related to the responses of multiple actors: two to the PSS provider 

and the manufacturer (M21-22) and one to the PSS provider and the collective of households (M23). 

Sixteen of the identified mechanisms are instances of those available in Guzzo et al. (2024), while the 

six marked with an asterisk constitute additional mechanisms not yet included in the catalogue.  

Fifteen of the mechanisms are prone to RE (i.e., offsets the potential sustainability gains). For example, 

households may wash clothes more often because of reduced costs due to more efficient use (TD3), 

reinforced by the decreasing price per use (TD4) – income mechanism (M2). This mechanism is 

counterbalanced by increased lifetime costs (TD2), monitoring of use (TD16), and the association of 

cost to use (TD6). Meanwhile, eight mechanisms can lead to secondary benefits (i.e., increasing the 

potential sustainability gains). For example, the PSS provider may use increased revenues (TD11) to 

make operations of the PSS solution more efficient and further expand the business model – the output 

mechanism (M13). This mechanism is limited by the willingness to re-invest its profits and the actual 

sustainability gains the offer can deliver, including RE. 
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Table 3. Identified rebound mechanisms for each actor (A1. Household; A2. PSS provider; A3. 
Real estate company; A4. Manufacturer); RE/SB indicates if the dynamics will likely lead to a 

rebound effect or a secondary benefit 

A Mechanism Dynamics >> RE/SB Limiting dynamics 

A1 

 

M1 - Income Spending of reduced investment costs 

(TD1) into subscribing to additional 

machines >> RE 

Limited by the need for only one 

machine 

M2 - Income Spending of reduced use costs due to more 

efficient use (TD3), reinforced by the 

decreasing price per use (TD4) leading to 

washing more >> RE 

Counterbalanced by increased 

lifetime costs (TD2), monitoring 

of use (TD16), and the association 

of cost to use (TD6) 

M3 - Consumption 

time 

Less time used for household chores 

(TD10) leading to washing more >> RE 

Limited by the household need 

for washing. Counterbalanced by 

the monitoring of use (TD16) 

M4 - Motivational 

consumption 

Easiness in joining the solution (TD7) 

leading to additional machines >> RE 

Limited by the need for only one 

machine 

M5 - Motivational 

consumption 

Easiness in getting household jobs done 

(TD5) leading to washing more >> RE 

Same as M3 

M6 - Re-spending 

(with limited 

income) 

Released investment costs (TD1) used to 

purchase other products and services, 

especially if they fail to account for the 

lifetime costs (TD2) >> RE 

Limited by the household income. 

Influenced by sustainability 

impacts of the other products and 

services 

M7 - Substitution Reduced investment costs (TD1) attracting 

users of laundry services or shared 

facilities >> RE 

Limited by other factors (e.g., 

space and infrastructure access). 

Influenced by resource 

consumption of other services 

M8 - Motivational 

substitution 

Facilitated access (TD5) attracting users of 

laundry services or shared facilities >> RE 

Same as M7 

M9* - Moral 

licensing 

Accumulation of moral points (TD8) due 

to sharing spent in resource-intensive 

products or services >> RE 

Same as M7 

M10* - Less careful 

behaviour 

Consumers take less care of the product 

(TD9) as they do not own it, decreasing 

their lifetime >> RE 

Counterbalanced by monitoring 

of use (TD16 and TD17) 

M11* - Substitution 

due to consumption 

time 

Less time used for household chores 

(TD10) attracts users of laundry services 

or shared facilities >> RE 

Same as M7 

M12* - Substitution 

due to consumption 

time 

Less time used for household chores 

(TD10) is used for other activities >> RE 

Influenced by the resource 

consumption of the activity 

A2 M13 - Output Increased revenues (TD11) used to make 

operations of the PSS solution more 

efficient >> SB 

Limited by the willingness to re-

invest its profits and the offer’s 

sustainability gains, including RE 

M14 - Re-

investment 

Increased revenues (TD11) re-invested in 

PSS solutions of other products >> SB 

Same as M13 

M15 - Cost-

dependent output 

Increased revenues (TD11) used to make 

operations of the solution more efficient, 

which also contributes to PSS solutions of 

other products >> SB 

Same as M13 

M16* - Less careful 

behaviour 

Providers take less care of the product if 

they can’t take any value from the machine 

>> RE 

Counterbalanced by long lifetime 

machines (TD14) and monitoring 

use for enhanced lifecycle 

management (TD17) 
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A Mechanism Dynamics >> RE/SB Limiting dynamics 

A3 M17 - Output Increased revenues (TD12) encouraging 

the adoption of PSS solutions >> SB 

Same as M13 

M18 - Re-

investment 

Increased revenues (TD12) used for 

construction of buildings >> RE 

Limited by the willingness to re-

invest its profits and the resource 

consumption of the activity 

A4 M19 - Output Decreased business-as-usual revenues 

(TD13) leading to the phase-out of the as-

is business model >> SB 

Limited by the willingness to 

disinvest. 

M20* - Demand 

adjustment initiated 

by effectiveness   

Decreased business as usual revenues 

(TD13) leading to a price war >> RE 

Limited by the profitability 

A2  

A4 

M21 - Re-design Provider influences manufacturers to 

decrease the functionality (TD15) to the 

most sustainable options >> SB 

Limited by the minimum 

functionality possible 

M22 - Re-design Provider influences manufacturer to 

increase the lifetime of products (TD14) as 

their revenues are connected to that 

(TD11) >> SB 

Limited by the lifetime potential 

A2  

A1 

M23 - Labour 

income (with 

limited labour 

supply) 

Increased revenues (TD11) used to keep 

wages of the PSS provider workforce 

higher than average leading to additional 

consumption >> RE 

Limited by the labour supply 

 

The co-existence of RE and SB within each actor realm shows that the roles they can play in influencing 

sustainability gains are not given or static. On the one hand, actors may consume more, leading to RE. 

For example, households can obtain additional washing machines, wash more times, substitute other 

more efficient means for washing, and consume something else. The manufacturer may reinforce the 

business-as-usual model (i.e., based on selling machines with a lower lifetime). Finally, the real estate 

company may engage in building more. 

On the other hand, actors can contribute to further limiting resource consumption. For example, a PSS 

provider making PSS offers operations more efficient and re-investing into other PSS offers. The 

manufacturer may decrease the functionalities while focusing on the most sustainable ones, increase 

machine lifetime, and, ultimately, phasing out the business-as-usual model. Finally, the real estate 

company may include other PSS offers in their buildings. 

It is also important to notice that several mechanisms can influence the same consumption mode. For 

example, income (M2), consumption time (M3), and motivation through ease of getting household jobs 

done (M5) can simultaneously lead a household to wash more. In other words, it is the interplay between 

reduced use costs due to more efficient use (TD3) considering decreasing price per use (TD4), released 

time for household chores (TD10), and facilitation of getting household chores done (TD5) that should 

determine the conditions for RE. In that sense, limiting the release of those triggers and drivers is critical 

in mitigating these mechanisms. The PSS solution already partially deals with it by monitoring use 

(TD16) and associating cost to use (TD6). Nevertheless, there may be other options to do so. For 

example, could the solution further influence households’ use of released time towards less resource-

intensive behaviour? 

4.  Discussion: insights for addressing RE in PSS design 
The release of consumption constraints has been extensively indicated as the cause of RE occurrence in 

PSS offers (Bartolomeo et al., 2003; Kjaer et al., 2018, 2019) and should be a primary concern for 

designers (Koide et al., 2022). Also, designers should be further supported in identifying the actor’s 

realms of influence if they aim to mitigate RE (Kjaer et al., 2019). Based on the systematic analysis of 

the case, this section contains four insights for addressing RE in PSS design. 
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First and foremost, identifying rebound mechanisms requires a deep understanding of the offer. Using 

the system map in this research helped make the PSS offer tangible while highlighting the actors, their 

interactions, and their sphere of action. Furthermore, the map helped position the triggers, drivers, and 

mechanisms, working as a framework to discuss the means for addressing RE. Therefore, the system 

map can be used to visualise the configuration of the PSS offer before diving into the investigation of 

rebound mechanisms. 

Secondly, the rebound triggers and drivers are the critical link to systematically identify rebound 

mechanisms. Investigating the changes in the triggers and drivers that can offset or reinforce 

sustainability gains of offers was vital in determining the relevant rebound mechanisms and their 

dynamics. When designing a PSS, systematically identifying the rebound triggers and drivers building 

upon known consumption factors can pave the way to identify eligible rebound mechanisms the offer 

may activate. 

Thirdly, addressing rebound mechanisms requires understanding how they happen. Towards the 

prevention of potential RE, a careful consideration of the RE dynamics (including the limiting dynamics) 

will help answer the reasons for constrained sustainability gains. Also, the cross-analysis between 

rebound mechanisms can be enabled by analysing the ones influencing similar modes of consumption 

or being activated by similar triggers and drivers. When designing a PSS, it is essential to systematically 

understand the most sensitive triggers and drivers for additional resource consumption to find ways to 

integrate design features that further limit those dynamics. 

Lastly, RE can be addressed by design by preventing the occurrence of RE and nurturing the 

intensification of SB. Addressing RE means influencing actors in the right direction, i.e., away from 

additional consumption and towards further limiting it. When designing a PSS, it is critical to consider 

the dynamics of mechanisms leading to SB so that solutions can further nurture actors towards enhanced 

sustainability gains. 

5.  Conclusion and final remarks 
The results demonstrated an approach for systematically identifying rebound mechanisms in a PSS 

context. The research procedure and results showcase a structured way to address RE in PSS design 

based on a careful analysis of the system configuration of a use-oriented PSS offer, the systematic 

identification of the further released or constrained rebound triggers and drivers, and a description of 

the potential mechanisms’ dynamics within the realm of each actor. The analysis led to a comprehensive 

mapping of 23 mechanisms for the washing machine case, with a thorough description of the RE 

dynamics to provide actionable insight for action. Also, it clarifies the set of 17 triggers and drivers 

within the actors’ realms that designers could aim to influence through changes in the PSS offer. The 

research unfolds four main insights for addressing RE in PSS design. 

Overall, this research provides practitioners with an approach to systematically identify rebound 

mechanisms during PSS conceptual design. This capability is valuable for companies as it can enhance 

their odds of reaching their sustainability goals without being surprised by RE. In the face of the state-

of-the-art research, this research clarifies the complex dynamics leading to RE in PSS (Manzini and 

Vezzoli, 2003) in a way that enables tackling RE in the design phase (Barquet et al., 2016). It revisits 

the meaning of rebound triggers, drivers, and mechanisms (Guzzo et al., 2024; Sarancic et al., 2023) to 

provide a stepwise way to identify potential RE (and SB) in PSS cases. The high quantity of plausible 

mechanisms identified, with a thorough description of their dynamics, indicates noticeable effectiveness 

of the proposed approach in identifying the causal elements leading to RE in a PSS context. 

A few limitations provide plenty of space for additional research. First, this work showcases that 

rebound mechanisms go beyond the financial/economic responses to change. In reality, most triggers 

and drivers identified for households are related to consumer choice. Meanwhile, most consumer choice-

related mechanisms were outside the catalogue of mechanisms used as a reference. For example, the 

moral licensing (M9) mechanisms are very likely as sharing has a positive connotation in consumers’ 

minds and may lead them to spend their “moral points” on resource-intensive activities. Nevertheless, 

moral licensing is not yet included in the catalogue. Furthermore, the gap between the number of triggers 

and drivers and the number of mechanisms identified relating to consumer choice shows that there is 

space to extend the state-of-the-art understanding of rebound mechanisms. Future research steps should 
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further explain the rebound mechanisms dynamics emerging from consumer choices so that designers 

can better identify them in advance. 

Second, a long list of rebound mechanisms can overload design decision-making, as a list of 23 plausible 

mechanisms can be hard to prioritise. Meanwhile, their descriptions may hint at their likelihood and 

potential impact. For instance, the income mechanisms activated by actors into subscribing to additional 

washing machines seem low, as households do not need more than one washing machine. On the other 

hand, the potential impact of re-spending on other products and services due to released investment 

costs seems more likely and detrimental. Future research should help assess the most likely and 

potentially impactful rebound mechanisms to help designers prioritise mitigation. 

Finally, the long list of plausible rebound mechanisms provides evidence that the business logic 

sustaining the PSS offer is intrinsically connected with rebound triggers and drivers and, therefore, to 

rebound mechanisms. Nevertheless, the possibility of suggesting generalisations about to which extent 

the dynamics of sustainability-oriented innovations are prone to RE is still limited as this research builds 

upon the document analysis of only one case. Therefore, additional research should focus on 

conceptually understanding in which ways PSS, circular and sustainability business models are prone 

to RE so that designers can be better equipped to tackle them and enhance the likelihood of unfolding 

the complete sustainability potential of designed solutions. 
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